IPSC Alberta Match Approval Process

Purpose of this document is to formalize the process of assisting Match Directors to develop safe,
compliant and efficient stages for a match. The Match Director has discretion on stage selection and the
Range Master’s role is to ensure the stages are safe, compliant and set up as efficiently as reasonably
possible.

A minimum of 45 days prior to match date a rough draft of the proposed stage designs,
including range layout, is to be submitted to the PTO and two certified IPSC AB Range Masters.
One of the Range Masters must and ideally both, will be the Range Masters working the
match. If this is not known the PTO will advise on other Range Masters as committee members.
The Range Masters working the match will be the primary source of safety and rule compliance
information for the Match Director. The PTO will advise as necessary.
If one of the chosen Range Masters is unable to fulfill his duties the PTO will work with the
Match Director to select another Range Master.
If the PTO is one of the Range Masters for the match, another Range Master will be chosen by
the PTO and Match Director to be the second Range Master for the match.
Stage approvals are to be finalized and returned to the Match Director 30 days prior to match
date to allow the Match Director sufficient time for planning.
Finalized Match Copy is to be posted a minimum of 7 days prior to match date for Level II
Qualifiers and a minimum 45 days prior to Level III matches (Provincials).
While the IPSC AB BOD and PTO will be as supportive and flexible as is reasonably possible,
disregard for the Match Approval process, safety related recommendations or IPSC rules
contravention may result in removal as MD from the match in question and/or future matches.
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